
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	  
UNIDEN UH8080S UHF 
 
The UH8080S is a remote head UHF Mobile with large LCD Display solution ideal for drivers of 4WD 
and Motor homes where size is an issue. The Remote head unit can be mounted on the roof or dash 
of inside the vehicle and features Instant Replay allowing you to record and replay up to one minute of 
recent received signals ensuring important transmissions are not missed. The latest innovation added 
to the Uniden UHF range, Masterscan technology, is designed to ensure minimal disruptions for 
continuous communication. This premium feature also has Dynamic Switching, which lets users retain 
constant communication by changing over to unused channels. This network scan function searches 
for other radios that share the same CTCSS or DCS tone. When the radio detects a signal with no 
code or an incorrect code, it switches to an unused channel when transmitting. By scanning only 
group channels, radios in the network will be able to detect and receive group transmissions, offering 
continuous communication without interruption. 
	
SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Ø Mini Compact  
Ø  80 Narrow band channels ready  
Ø  Masterscan Technology  
Ø  Instant Replay Function Record and replay up to 1 minute of recent received signal  
Ø  100 User Programmable Receive Channels 400-520MHz in 12.5 kHz steps  
Ø  BearCat Engine inside  
Ø  SELCALL  
Ø  25mm H x 127mm W x 100mm D  
Ø  Large LCD Display & Flip LCD Feature  
Ø  Built-In AVS Circuitry  
Ø  7 Colour LCD & Keypad Backlight Options  
Ø  CTCSS/DCS codes  
Ø  Open/Group Scan  
Ø  Under and Over Voltage alert  
Ø  5 Calling tones  
Ø  Roger Beep  
Ø  Rotary Channel /Push Power Control  
Ø  3 Button Mic-PTT, Call, Instant  
Ø  12-24 Volt 
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